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During the 90’s and the 00’s, following a childhood dream, Penny signed up with PHA in 

Manchester and attended numerous workshops/training sessions they ran and she 

undertook modelling roles including brochures, catalogues, TV extra work and various 

adverts. Often being allocated walk on 1 and 2 roles. 

 

Penny has starred in: Hollyoaks, Brookside, Coronation Street, Emmerdale, Cops, 

Kavanagh QC and other productions and was an Equity Member for a few years. 

She was particularly proud to have been invited to the after show party with the 

legendary John Thaw who bought her a drink, (obviously on expenses) she ended up 

staying late in Manchester and getting a blooming parking ticket! 
 

She has also compered and hosted two Battle of the Bands competitions as co-owner of 

Lancashire Lowlife magazine, DJ’d in a local pub and been a guest speaker at various 

social events. 

On 2nd April 2022, Penny shaved her head (Video 

on YouTube), along with a semi colon tattoo, to 

raise awareness of suicide, especially after the 

recent pandemic. SAPUK; runs this campaign every 

year and over 140 tattooists are already involved 

and doing basic semi colon tattoo’s for £10 or €10 (Cyprus). Here’s the link to our group on 

Facebook, The Semi Colon Tattoo Project - SAPUK; Get involved! 

She would be very happy to be invited on to quiz or gameshows, to raise funds for Suicide 

Awareness/Prevention UK (SAPUK;). Penny is the Proud Patron, her husband’s legacy founded 

by her daughter Dan Shaw in his memory. R.I.P. Bryan Baron. 

She is available for mature modelling assignments or TV Extra work and happy to play various 

roles 

Statistics: Height 5’3” size 14 top, 12 below, size 5 shoes. Happy to wear wigs of any colour or 

style. 

 

She’s a published author, the first in a trilogy, Nobody’s Perfect, is available on Amazon or from the publishers https://

www.austinmacauley.com/book/nobodys-perfect and has also recorded a soundtrack to the book, with some great friends. Although 

none of them are professional singers, they all did their best and Penny is very proud of them. https://youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLWGpdiTE2rBNdtnIsiMDK5OM8V0ZFRpsf   

She has recently released three new singles which are available on all streaming sites and Amazing Radio. I’ll Stand By You, performed 

along with Miss K.T. Green, is a tribute to her husband and 50% of any profits will go to SAPUK;   

She was approached by an American company the other year, to turn the book into a screen 

play, with a view to a film, (it has been compared to 50 Shades Of Grey but more realistic). 

So we’re looking for British companies, who maybe interested in producing this.  

She is also looking for comedy writers to work together with, on a potential sitcom which 

has not been accomplished before, she has a basic storyboard which needs expanding upon. 
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